Human trash ESTs--sequences from cDNA collection that are not aligned to genome assembly.
Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) represent 500-1000-bp-long sequences corresponding to mRNAs derived from different sources (cell lines, tissues, etc.). The human EST database contains over 8,000,000 sequences, with over 4,000,000,000 total nucleotides. RNA molecules are transcribed from a genomic DNA template; therefore, all ESTs should match corresponding genomes. Nevertheless, we have found in the human EST database approximately 11,000 ESTs not matching sequences in the human genome database. The presence of "trash" ESTs (TESTs) in the EST database could result from DNA or RNA contamination of the laboratory equipment, tissues, or cell lines. TESTs could also represent sequences from unidentified human genes or from species inhabiting the human body. Here, we attempt to identify the sources of human EST database contaminations. In particular, we discuss systematic contamination of the mammalian EST databases with sequences of plants.